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Executive Summary
This document describes the deliverable D 3.6 FPGA implementation of self-timed NOC of work
package 3 of the T-CREST project, due 30 months after project start as stated in the Description of
Work.
The document presents a FPGA implementation of the self-timed message-passing network-on-chip
(NOC) that is used in the T-CREST platform. The NOC design is the same as presented in deliverables D3.2 - D3.4. This design consists of mesochronously clocked network interfaces (NIs) and
asynchronous routers. This report deals with prototyping of the asynchronous NOC in FPGA technology, and more specifically the implementation of the special asynchronous components that are
used in the router design. The FPGA implementation of the asynchronous router has been verified in
a post synthesis, post post-place&route simulation of a small NOC, and is ready for integration with
the remaining parts of the platform.
The source code and the FPGA implementation along with the corresponding scripts for synthesis,
place&route and simulation are provided through the T-CREST repository via the git source code
management tool. This document includes information on how to build and run the VHDL simulation
model and the corresponding FPGA implementation. The functionality has been verified by running
the all-to-all communication testcase as it was presented in Deliverables D3.2 - D3.4.
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1

Introduction

Deliverable D3.6 is the FPGA implementation of the self-timed NOC. The NOC is a staticallyscheduled time-division-multiplexed (TDM) NOC, and it has already been presented in deliverables
D3.2 - D3.4 [1, 2, 3]. The design involves a mesochronously clocked network interfaces (NI) design,
and asynchronous routers. The asynchronous routers are connected in a bi-torus topology and exhibit
a time-elastic behavior that enables a globally asynchronous locally synchronous implementation of
the NOC and of the entire T-CREST platform.
The current deliverable, D3.6, refers to the preparation of the self-timed NOC for the integration with
the processors on the Xilinx ML605 FPGA-board. As FPGAs are designed and used for implementation of clocked synchronous circuits it is necessary to implement a number of basic asynchronous
components in FPGA-technology. This report addresses the design and implementation of these
components using the look-up tables (LUTs) offered by the FPGA technology. More specifically this
involves the implementation of C-elements and matched delay-elements.
This report documents: (i) the design of these asynchronous components, and (ii) the resulting router
implementation and its verification in post-synthesis and post place & route simulation of a 2x2
network.

2

Asynchronous router and FPGA adaptations

The asynchronous router utilizes: (i) Mousetrap controllers [4] to implement pipeline stages, (ii)
matched delays to guarantee bundling constraints (needed to satisfy setup and hold time requirements) and (iii) asynchronous C-elements to synchronize the request and acknowledge signals from
the five router ports.

Figure 1: Router design
The C-elements are components with state. Their functionality is to wait for all inputs to go HIGH
in order for their output to be set HIGH (like an AND gate) and subsequently wait for inputs to go
LOW before setting the output to LOW (like an OR gate). Therefore, the output of a C-element is
a function of both its current input and output. Synchronization of 2-phase handshake channels is
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achieved with C-elements by waiting all of the port requests to trigger (either to HIGH or to LOW)
and afterwards by waiting all of the ports to acknowledge the synchronized request.
As mentioned before and seen in Figure 1, matched delays are used in the design. Three reasons
enforce the usage of delay elements: 1) combinatorial path delay that has to be matched so that
the data is stable when the request triggers, 2) latch setup time requirements and 3) latch hold time
requirements. The delays of type 1 & 2 are on the path of the request signals, but delay type 3 is on
the backward acknowledgment path.
Special care needs to be taken when targeting an FPGA to implement the pre-mentioned asynchronous components.

3

C-Elements and Matched Delays on Xilinx FPGA

The C elements are components whose output is dependent both on the inputs and the current state
of the component. A 4 input LUT is used to provide this functionality on FPGA by using the unisim
library of Xilinx to instantiate a LUT4_L for every C-element. Two of the inputs of the LUT are used
for the reset and the output feedback and the values of the LUT are hard-written with the appropriate
vector (Figure 2).

Figure 2: A C-Element LUT implementation

The VHDL code implementing a C element in LUT technology appears in Listing 1.
When introducing delay, no distinguishing is made between rising and falling edges of signals, the
reason being the use of a 2-phase handshaking protocol. An array of LUTs is sufficient to implement
such a delay, which grows with the length of the array. The logic function of each LUT is an AND
gate, but since both inputs are connected to the same signal, each LUT behaves as a simple delay
(Figure 3).
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Listing 1: VHDL implementation of a C element for FPGA technology.
--Constant using the generic "reset_value"
constant rv : bit := reset_value;
constant reset_vector : bit_vector(7 downto 0) := rv&rv&rv&rv&rv&rv&rv&rv;
signal s_out : std_logic;
begin
C_element: LUT4_L
generic map (INIT => "11101000"&reset_vector)
port map (I0 => in1, I1 => in2, I2 => s_out, I3 => reset, LO => s_out);
--------------- Connect the outputs to the correct signals
-------------z <= s_out;
end architecture; --LUT

Figure 3: Delay element implementation as an array of LUTs.

4

Testing

To test the asynchronous components (i.e., C-elements and delay elements) in FPGA-technology,
the asynchronous router was synthesized and its functionality was verified on the Xilinx ML605
FPGA-board using switches and LEDs as inputs and outputs.
In order to further test the self-timed NOC, a complete 2x2 bi-torus NOC was synthesized. The
synthesized system includes the asynchronous routers and the synchronous NIs. This NOC was
tested through post-synthesis simulation using the same testcase with all-to-all communication as in
the Deliverables D3.2 - D3.4 [1, 2, 3].
Additional testing was done through post-place&route simulation. This simulation considers the
actual circuit and wire delays after place & route; an important step to ensure correct functionality of
an asynchronous circuit.
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The placed&routed on FPGA design includes the self-timed part of the NOC, i.e. the asynchronous
routers. The NIs do not require special timing handling and additionally, the IO pins of the Xilinx
ML605 board are not enough to accommodate the NI ports. The latter is the reason that testing
on FPGA can only be done after integration with Patmos processor. Thus, the post-place&route
simulation considers a placed&routed 2x2 network of routers and a simulated environment of NIs
and SPMs running the same testcase used for post-synthesis simulation as it was presented in the
Deliverables D3.2 - D3.4 [1, 2, 3]. The correct post-place&route simulation ensures the correct
functionality of the self-timed NOC and makes it ready to be integrated with the processors and the
rest of the T-CREST platform.
The work presented in this report completes Task 3.4 and Deliverable 3.6 and makes the self-timed
NOC ready to be integrated with processors, Task 3.5 and Deliverables 3.7 and 3.8.

5

Accessing the Source Code

The source and environment files are provided through the t-crest repository via the git source code
management tool:
https://github.com/t-crest/argo

The additional code for the Xilinx FPGA targeted implementations, together with the simulation
testbenches and the associated scripts can be found under the directory /async_noc_FPGA.

5.1

Requirements

To synthesize and simulate the T-CREST NOC for the Xilinx ML605 board, the following tools are
needed:
•
•
•
•

5.2

A Unix like environment with git , such as: Linux, Mac OSX, or cygwin/Windows
ModelSim for simulation (full version)
Xilinx ISE
Xilinx CompXlib

Retrieving and Running the Source Code

The VHDL description model of the T-CREST NOC can be retrieved as follows:
git clone git://github.com/t-crest/argo.git

or downloaded as .zip file from GitHub:
https://github.com/t-crest/argo/zipball/master

The synthesis and layout of the NOC for the Xilinx ML605 board is done using Xilinx ISE, following
the steps below:
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•
•
•
•
•

Create a project in ISE with name "xilinx" under /async_noc_FPGA/
Load source files in project
Synthesize
Place & Route
Generate Place & Route Simulation Model

The source files needed for the FPGA implementation are the following:
argo/async_FPGA/src/self_timed_noc_2x2.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/router.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/channel_latch.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/AS_Delay.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/AS_bd_2p_latch_ud.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/hpu.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/crossbar.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/AS_C_Generic.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/AS_C2.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/AS_FPGA.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/noc_defs.vhd
argo/async_FPGA/src/delays.vhd
argo/async_noc/src/latch_controller.vhd
argo/async_noc/src/hpu_comb.vhd
argo/async_noc/src/crossbar_stage.vhd
argo/async_noc/src/fifo.vhd
argo/common/math_util.vhd
argo/common/config.vhd
argo/common/ocp.vhd
argo/common/ocp_config.vhd
argo/common/noc_interface.vhd

To run simulation both before synthesis and after place&route the Xilinx library models need to
be compiled for ModelSim. This is done using Xilinx CompXlib tool. The library models required for pre-synthesis simulation are unisim and secureip. The required library model for the
post-place&route simulation is simprim.
To run the simulations, pre-synthesis and post-place&route, scripts are provided under
/async_noc_FPGA/sim. The paths in the scripts need to be adjusted in order to access the compiled
library models. The scripts can be run in ModelSim environment, as:

do pre_synthesis_sim.do
do post_place_route_sim.do
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6

Requirements

The requirements from Deliverable D1.1 related to work package 3, are satisfied in the same way as
reported in Deliverable D3.4 report [3].
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